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there are five classes of hydrojets (turbos, fronters, thrillers, wave switchers, and hardtops). turbos are the fastest boats in the game, while fronters are the slowest. for the most
part, there is a healthy balance among the classes. each class is customisable, and giving your boat some modifications can alter your racing experience. for example, one can add

additional paddles to aid in acceleration. there is also a ton of post-race content, including pictures, videos, and trophies. the bluestacks icon also contains a resizable menu that
allows you to quickly access your gamecenter, achievements, and other game features. though we couldnt get our hands on the hydrojets themselves, bluestacks developed an

amazing new gameplay engine that lets us get more out of the hydrojet on the pc platform than ever before. the engine is called bluestacks 4, which finally gives bluestacks users
full access to gpu acceleration - something that has been available on mobile devices for a while now. the developer even took this opportunity to add the much-talked-about

combo key macro feature that lets you trigger pre-defined sequences of movement, to key up the action and make each race truly epic. however, what really sets bluestacks apart
from other emulators is how the developer has taken advantage of this new awesome engine to create an experience unlike anything else in the gaming industry. with its team-

based online multiplayer mode, there is more to riptide gp: renegade then meets the eye. with over 50 unlockable hydrojet & boat figures, over 130 levels across different modes,
and more than 40 different challenging race tracks there is always something new to do with the game. for a price of 10 us dollars (2,59 €) this is a very good value for money.
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progress can be saved and
carried over between each of the

career modes, so players can
easily jump back to a certain

stage later on. it also lets players
start from the beginning if they
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are dissatisfied with their
progress. the career modes are
fairly challenging, as you will be

required to keep up with the
times as only the top performing

players will be invited to the
championship series. each level

also comes with a suitable
number of ‘bluehole’s (drop pods)
where a hydrojet is waiting to be

jumped into, meaning players
can’t be left entirely out of any

stage. there are many xp rewards
for completing race events and

clearing three-lap heats of a
stage. when it comes to winning
races, it’s all about trying your

best and pushing your luck to get
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the jump on your opponents and
win. fittingly, the game is littered

with challenges where players
must use high-performance tricks
to pull off cool stunts and win a
race. riptide gp: renegade is a

racing game, a game where the
ai is built to be very aggressive

and the level of play is well above
the average. there are multiple

difficulty levels, all of which offer
a sense of accomplishment,

reward and challenge. the more
you win, the more jobs you’ll be
offered, as well as more prize

money. these jobs allow you to
get even more powerful hydrojets

and participate in more races,
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with more prize money waiting at
the end of each round. currently,

the player has the option of
choosing between two different
class of hydrojets (the cannon,

and the duel). the cannon
features more powerful engines

and better damage output, whilst
the duel class focuses on speed

and handling. the choice between
the two can be made at the

beginning of a career.
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